GABBART & WOODS TAHOE PARTNERS is seeking an outstanding Project Engineer to complement our existing team of professionals in our Truckee, CA workspace. This position involves working side by side with our group of four Principal SE’s on exceptionally designed and technically challenging building projects, thus offering valuable experience and mentoring opportunities.

RECOMMENDED BACKGROUND and CHARACTERISTICS

- A Bachelors and /or Masters Degree in the field of Structural Engineering, Architectural Engineering, or Civil Engineering.
- A strong desire to craft a career in Structural Engineering Design and Analysis.
- Outstanding engineering fundamentals in Properties of Materials and Statics.
- A strong interest in Building Information Modeling / REVIT software.
- Pride in technical rigor, accuracy, and professional presentation of work.
- Experience in, or strong desire to learn, typical structural engineering design software.
- Ability to navigate and innovate within new software environments.

To learn more about our company, and about the GABBART AND WOODS STUDIO in general, please visit our website at gabbartandwoods.com.

If you feel you may be the right person to join our team we would love to hear from you via email to obe@gabbartandwoods.com. Please send us your resume as well as a cover letter explaining why you feel this position would be a good fit and how you can help advance our mission of creating great bones for great building projects.

…and thank you in advance for your interest in GABBART & WOODS TAHOE PARTNERS.